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Abstract: The development of wireless sensor network with Internet of Things
(IoT) predicts various applications in the ﬁeld of healthcare and cloud computing.
This can give promising results on mobile health care (M-health) and Telecare
medicine information systems. M-health system on cloud Internet of Things
(IoT) through wireless sensor network (WSN) becomes the rising research for
the need of modern society. Sensor devices attached to the patients’ body which
is connected to the mobile device can ease the medical services. Security is the
key connect for optimal performance of the m-health system that share the data
of patients in wireless networks in order to maintain the anonymity of the patients.
This paper proposed a secure transmission of M-health data in wireless networks
using proposed key agreement based Kerberos protocol. The patients processed
data are stored in cloud server and accessed by doctors and caregivers. The data
transfer between the patients, server and the doctors are accessed with proposed
protocol in order to maintain the conﬁdentiality and integrity of authentication.
The efﬁciency of the proposed algorithm is compared with the existing protocols.
For computing 100 devices it consumes only 91milllisecond for computation.
Keywords: Health monitoring; authentication; preparation protocol; kerberos; key
agreement

1 Introduction
Today information technology and communication system highly involved in developing the IoT related
applications, smart electronic health system, and smart mobile health system etc. In these applications
sensors are bounded in patient's body to monitor the health condition via wireless body area network
(WBAN). Huge storage demands are assisted by cloud servers through various medical service providers
by improving the operational efﬁciency. Some Telecare based information system collects patient data
from their sensor and transferred to their doctor for diagnosing. After diagnosis of ﬁnal report, it is stored
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in the cloud server with accessing permission to patients and secured users. Final health report is very
sensitive and transmission happens in public distributed network. Most important function of M-Health
system is to keep the sensitive information without any loss or data addition/modiﬁcation due to
unwanted interruption and attacks. Information from sensors is prone to life saving aspects. It must not be
attacked or modiﬁed in good communication environment in IoT.
Big data analytics, IoT, mobile communications provides intelligent services for comfortable and Safety
life for residents [1]. The urbanization is a composed of various sectors which helps to build smart city. These
sectors provide sustainable information by observing the all activities in real time. Real time sensor information
are analyzed contextually for providing great opportunities in mobile health care networks [2]. Traditional
medical practices are extended to new ideology at patient door step using m-health provisions. Where
ever patient stay, this m-health monitoring system helps physician to monitor their patient condition and
provide treatment at earlier. Still date there is much innovation in wearable devices and body sensors.
These devices serve smart city with m-health services by increasing the efﬁciency of social interactions [3].
These interactions help and assist patient in emergency situation. Traditional system of centralized hospital
lacks in early stage emergency predicting and treating patients before losing their life [4]. The distributed
nature of m-health system helps to diagnose the diseases in time and monitor their patients continuously.
Sensors and wearable devices collects health data and transmit to doctors for further diagnosis process.
It helps to see easy notes on patient's historical health details. Also sensor monitors the heath place to
place, time to time where ever he moves [5]. Inspite of these advantages, major challenging in m-health
social network is data authentication and security. Simple change in health data may cause serious
injuries to patient by wrong diagnosis and treatment.
This article mainly focuses on security protocol for transferring health data in M-health environment.
Security is ensured by following contributions:
 Key management is major problem for maintaining security and provided security protocol for
distributing the key among two parties.
 This research article suggests new improved key agreement based Kerberos protocol with ﬁngerprint
biometric over the cloud centralized network on m health.
 Biometric with Kerberos protocol ensures the high security, integrity and authentication of users data
in m-health environment.
Rest of the research section arranged as follows: Section 2 describes about related literature survey on
security of m-health. Section 3 describes about proposed methodology and Section 4 evaluates the result and
outcome. Finally Section 5 concludes the research work with future scope.
2 Related Work
A paper for publication Patients medical health information is considered as a Personal health records
(PHRs) which patient feels more privacy and unwilling to share with anyone. Protecting the PHR from
unknown access is main research concern over years [6]. Security for maintain PHR [7] is achieved using
consent-based access control scheme. Here only authorized user can generate consent using PRE.
Recently many research focus on using ABE for protecting the PHR records in cloud server. Data sharing
in the network considers ABE as promising scheme using one-to-many ﬂexible cryptographic method [8].
IBE was introduced by Sahai and Waters as new fuzzy based identity encryption [9]. The security of
M-Health data [10] contains control policies for encryption. Based on policies cipher text and keys are
ascribed. Security infrastructure based on attributes [11] for PHR patients ﬁle uses variant of broadcasting
cipher text policy. In policy they execute ABE functionalities. The new novel ABE framework [12]
suggests secured centric sharing of patient's information in the cloud computing network. Sharing of
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cipher text between doctors [13] in cloud m-health platform is secured using CP-ABE, and it tends to deploy
attribute based PRE (ABPRE) security techniques. Most deﬁned problem in CP-ABE technique is high
computational overhead results in complex computation. Some networks have only limited sensors,
which will be affected worse by complex computational strategy.
Protocols always doest not consider the auxiliary authentication services in cloud environment.
Cryptographic techniques of [14,15] proposes asymmetric and symmetric techniques. They develop the
security system for m-health applications. This system processes by three steps as a) Initialize the service
b) Registration of service and user c) Authentication during transfer. In these asymmetric techniques
achieves all security concerns and objectives while symmetric techniques has problem of data stealing
and conﬁdentiality problems.
The m-health security in [16–18] considers only user communication channel and network for acquiring
security. It also follow the asymmetric cryptographic techniques. Main problem is, it could not solve issues
like integrity, authentication in network due to lagging of protocol. So if we study the protocol based security
techniques which are initialized in IoT security, then IoT can be developed in secured environment. Most
security objectives are achieved in these articles. But it has some security ﬂaws when mobile device are
stolen or lost. Finally it is concluded that can provide m-health security requirement by using our
proposed improved key agreement based Kerberos protocol with ﬁngerprint biometric. This proposed
work acquires less time to process, consumes minimum energy and less cost than existing discussed in
this section.
3 Proposed Improved Kerberos Methodology
While transmitting the data over the network in a secure way, symmetric key cryptography and their
variations are used widely. With this, sharing the secret key between the sender and receiver in a secure
way is the main challenge. Existing algorithm still lacks in terms of proving the security, reliability and
conﬁdentially in network. To overcome the problem of key management and the distribution of the key
over the two parties, this paper proposed a new protocol called improved key agreement based Kerberos
protocol with ﬁngerprint biometric over the centralized network such as cloud on m health. From the
main server, the data is transmitted over the link trough the trust node. The trust node is responsible for
sharing the sender and receiver key in a secure way to access the transmitted data. The security of this
trust node is managed using the proposed key agreement based Kerberos protocol. The architecture of the
proposed work is shown in Fig. 1.
The proposed healthcare system consist of an wearable devices of the patients, local healthcare center
(LHC) and the healthcare server which is connected to the LHC through cloud center which is a centralized
database of all hospitals. The sensor nodes retrieve the health parameters of the patients and send to the LHC
through wireless devices. The LHC is also a portable device like mobile or laptop which is responsible for the
authentication process. In this proposed work, the Kerberos authentication with the removable ﬁngerprint
pattern to improve the authentication process more secure, since biometrics proven to be best secure and
authentication mechanism in all application areas. There is a trust node between the LHC and healthcare
server (HS). The request from the LHC is authenticated through the trust node.
The trust node is responsible for analyzing the request and authentication procedure and then forwards
the request to the server for processing. If it is authenticated, the related conﬁdential reply is sent to the
healthcare server through the trust node to improve the security at LHC. The trust node of LHC in
between the LHC and HS will have the combination of symmetric key with the ﬁngerprint template. This
removable ﬁngerprint template of both sender and receiver is transmitted with public key cryptography
and the ﬁngerprint privacy is protected through the removable ﬁngerprint template of both parties.
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Figure 1: Proposed kerberos system model
3.1 Improved Key Agreement Based Kerberos Authentication Protocol
Each user of the LHC through the devices register with the authentication server and permitted with the
identity and the key between the LHC and HS. The authentication server accesses the database from the
central cloud.
The IKAP consist of LHC and trust nodes. The request from the LHC is processed by the trust node,
which authenticates the LHC requests by applying the proposed algorithm. Once authenticated it examine
the data from the server through cloud environment that is responsible to provide the access to the
healthcare server. The request from the LHC is authenticated using the key agreement with removable
ﬁngerprint (FP) template to maintain the security. The ﬁngerprint data of the patient is used here not for
biometric authentication but for the process of increasing the randomness of the key generated by the
protocol. Authentication is performed in two phases such as the LHC and the trust node at authentication
server and trust node with the HS database. During the authentication, a random integer called ri with
ephemeral (temporary) key called Ka have been chosen with the interval of [1, n-1] where n is the
number of request, the LHC request process is declared as,
Pa ¼ r i  L

(1)

Qa ¼ Ka  L

(2)

where Qa is deﬁned as the request on LHC. This request is sent to the authentication server trust node and
processed with the random number rj and key Kb with the interval [1, n-1]which is deﬁned as,
Pb ¼ r j  L

(3)
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Qb ¼ Kb  L

(4)

The encryption by the trust node is declared as,
ETb ¼ hðXPb ; XQb ; XQa ; IDa ; IDb Þ

(5)

where,
XPb - X coordinate of Pb, XQb - X coordinate of Qb, XQa - X coordinate of Qa, IDa- combined identity of the
LHC, IDb – Identity of the HS. Then the decryption process is declared as follows
DTb ¼ rj þ eb :Kb þ eb :sb

(6)

where, eb, sb and Qb are the secret information sent by trust node to the LHC. While the LHC receives
response from the trust node then the request from the trust node is declared as,
Ub ¼ DTb :L þ eb :Qb þ eb :Yb

(7)

Then the veriﬁcation is declared as,
eb þ hðXUb ; XQb ; XQa ; IDa ; IDb Þ
(8)
If the LHC failed in the veriﬁcation process then it's terminated. Or else, the client process the request as,
Ka ¼ Ka  Qb

(9)

The secret key is K=Ka=Kb ensures the authentication process. The algorithm for the key agreement
based Improved Kerberos authentication protocol is declared as,
Algorithm: 1
Initialize trust node, random number ri , and ephemeral key Ka and request L
Step 1: LHC send request to the trust node which is in between of the HS server and LHC.
Step 2: key is generated from both LHC and HS using the proposed algorithm as,
For i= 1 to n
Choose random number rj and ephemeral key Kb for the request L
Trust node process the request using Eqs. (5) and (6)
Generate the secret information eb, sb and Qb
Key generation using (9) and sent to trust node
Combine the key with the removable template using algorithm 2
Authenticate and veriﬁcation using (7) and (8)
Share the key
End
Step 3: LHC send the key with the template to the server through trust node.
Step 4: HS received the request and authenticated with the key from the trust node and decrypt the message
using the secret key with removable template.
Step 5: HS also generates ﬁngerprint template using algorithm 2.
(Continued)
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Algorithm: 1 (Continued)
Step 6: LHC decrypts the information using the secret key after the veriﬁcation by trust node. Both LHC and
HS have removable biometric template of both.
Step 7: Both LHC and HS combined their biometric template with the secret key by using the XOR operation
and generated the combined template key. Now both LHC and HS have combined template and the key
provided by the central server.
Step 8: LHC and HS can generate their ﬁnal key using step 2. As both LHC and HS generate the same secret
key through the trust node then it is no longer need to share the key through in secure nodes. The workﬂow
sequence diagram of proposed work is shown initially, the LHC sent request to the trust node for accessing
the HS through cloud.
The request from the client is declared as,
LHCreq : ftsg; :Kc ; tagsfTc:tag gg; V ; timeexp ; n

(10)

where, Kc, tags- LHC key and related tag information such as id, template. V- veriﬁer (trust node), timeexprequest time interval. While trust node received the request, the process of key agreement based kerboros is
authentication is performed and response to LHC is granted to access the information of the HS. This
response from trust node to LHC is declared as,
TNres : fKc ; V ; timeexp ; n . . .gKc ; tags; fTc:v g; Kv

(11)

where, Kc,v key of the HS to access the information with the time interval timeexp.
Before establishing the access to HS from LHC, the LHC with trust node and trust node with HS are
authenticated using the ID. Further key and template using the key agreement process and then
the authentication on both ends are veriﬁed mutually. Then the key and tags are provided to the LHC to
grant authenticated access between the LHC and HS through trust node authentication server. With this,
the authenticated request is forwarded to the HS and reply from the HS to LHC is forwarded using the
proposed enhanced Kerberos protocol in the authentication server. Thus the way the improved secure
Kerberos protocol ensures the security.
3.2 Generation of Template for Fingerprint Removable
Templates are generated using minutiae feature from ﬁngerprint image of LHC and HS users. Process of
extracting minutiae acquires following steps: a) Image Enhancement b) Image Binarization c) Morphological
process, d) Image Thinning e) Minutiae feature extraction. Image enhancement of Fingerprint: The input
images can contain redundant copies of image pixels. Enhancement technique tends to remove redundant
copies of pixels and increase the contrast of original image. It helps to enhance the quality of received
ﬁngerprint image. After enhancement, original image can be used for further analysis process to improve
the clarity.
Binarization of image: binarization is a process of ﬁltering the image based on threshold value. When the
pixels obtain greater than threshold value are colored as white and lesser value pixels below threshold are
colored as black Image Morphological process: Shape of input image is considered for morphological
process such as dilation and erosion. Adjacent pixels of the input images are taken to form new output
image. Adjacent pixel are dilated for received input image and boundary pixels are removed by erosion.
Image Thinning: In formed binary image, particular part is selected and removed. This process is termed
as skeletonization, which erode pixels of image into the single pixels.
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Minutiae are a feature extracted from ﬁngerprint image. This feature is composed of ridge ending and
bifurcation of enhanced image of ﬁngerprint. The ﬁngerprint of users LHC and HS is fed as input image in
principal curve algorithm for extracting the minutiae [19–21]. This curve algorithm returns value as (a, b, θ,
p). where as (a.b) are values of a and b coordinates of minutiae, θ-represents angle, p represents quality of
minutiae. The values (a, b) are considered as points of minutiae and given as vector (A,B). The vector
coordinates of Va–has a selected minutiae coordinate values of the points and Vb–has a selected minutiae
coordinate values of the points. Finally feature vectors of minutiae are represented as,
V a ¼ ½ai i ¼ 1 . . . n

(12)

V b ¼ ½bi i ¼ 1 . . . n

(13)

Generation of Template for Removable Fingerprint: After receiving the features of extracted image,
LHC and HS user template is modiﬁed to removable template. Once its consider as unique biometric
data, then it cannot be used longer. To overcome this problem, irreversible data must be converted to
reversible biometric data trait. This conversion must take place before using data in security protocol for
authentication. Finally both LHC and HS user have own template of ﬁngerprint as,
A: {a1, a2, an}, B:{b1, b2, bn} where as a and b are considered as minutiae coordinate point values.
3.3 Generation of Key for Combined Template and Fingerprint
After ﬁngerprint template generation, it is send from LHC user to HS user with encrypted key using
algorithm 1. HS repeats the same action vis versa. The XOR techniques used to form combined template
for both the users. Now they have combined the removable template as representing as follows,
CTP ðLHCþHSÞ ¼ CTP LHC  CTP HS

(14)

Now key for join template is available to users of LHC and HS for processing data with authentication
via trust node. The LHC request is processed via trust node with our proposed improved key agreement
based Kerberos protocol with ﬁngerprint biometric. The combined template secret key are acquired using
algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 equations for both users. Data security of users is highly ensured using
combined template key by blocking the interference of unknown intruder's access. Our proposed key
Kerberos protocol helps to share the key with high authentication among LHC and HS users. if the key is
authenticated with template, then LHC user can get access in cloud network to communicate with HS.
Hence, our proposed improved key agreement based Kerberos protocol with ﬁngerprint biometric
template key helps to improve the data conﬁdentially in cloud, data integrity while communicating in m
health system. The key of combined template at two ends will increase the security to next level than
existing algorithms.
4 Result and Discussions
The proposed authentication protocol with FP template is evaluated using network attached storage and
the evaluated results in terms of computational complexity, energy and communication cost are discussed in
this section. The performance of the proposed system is further evaluated with the comparative analysis on
existing algorithms such as Chiou et al. [22], Mohit et al. [23] and Lopes et al. [24]. For the analysis the data
are taken from the reference [25,26]. There are n numbers of wireless devices from LHS are executed using
the proposed algorithm for authentication. The results in terms of computational cost, communication and
energy cost are listed in Tab. 1.
The proposed IKAP-FP protocol obtain less computational cost, communication cost and energy cost
than the existing algorithms. due to the number of parameters exchanged between LHC and HS is low,
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the proposed work obtained this result. Various the existing algorithms obtained high cost due to the costly
exchange of parameters. The proposed protocol enhance the M-health security with low computational
overhead. In terms of number of devices, the computational cost comparison is shown in Tab. 2.
Table 1: Comparison of authentication protocols
Authentication protocols

Computational
cost (s)

Communication
cost (s)

Energy
cost (MJ)

Chiou et al. [2]
Mohit et al. [3]
Lopes et al. [4]
Proposed IKAP-FP protocol

2.3 n
1.32 n
0.52 n
0.13 n

6822 n bits
4730 n bits
3052 n bits
2100 n bits

23.43 n
14.41 n
4.91 n
1.35 n

Table 2: Computational cost (ms) comparison of analyzed algorithms
Authentication protocols

Number of devices

Chiou et al. [2]
Mohit et al. [3]
Lopes et al. [4]
Proposed IKAP-FP protocol

20

40

60

80

100

48.91
42.46
35.9
8.3

79.1
76.52
65.4
25.02

92.04
91.92
90.2
45.8

154.2
1724
106.8
82.45

181.2
204.7
195.3
91.23

The evaluated results from Fig. 2. shows the proposed IKAP-FP obtained low computational cost of
91.23 s for 100 devices. The obtained results is low than other existing algorithms such as Chiou et al.,
Mohit et al. and Lopes et al., of 181.2, 204.7 and 195.3 s respectively for 100 devices.The analysis in
terms of communication cost is shown in Tab. 3 with the illustration in Fig. 3.
Computational cost comparison (ms)
250

Chiou et al [2]

200
(ms)

Mohit el al [3]
150
Lopes et al [4]

100

Proposed IKAP-FP
protocol

50
0

20

40

60

80

100

Number of devices

Figure 2: Computational cost comparison of authentication protocols
The experimented result of the analysis represent that our proposed IKAP-FP obtains low
communication cost of 4.3*105 bits on executing 100 devices than existing protocols such as Chiou et al.
[2] obtains 7.3*105, Mohit el al [3] obtains 6.9*105 and Lopes et al. [4] obtains 6.2*105.
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Table 3: Communication cost (bits * 105) comparison of analyzed protocols
Authentication protocols

Number of devices

Chiou et al. [2]
Mohit el al [3]
Lopes et al. [4]
Proposed IKAP-FP protocol

20

40

60

80

100

2.3
1.5
1.4
0.45

2.1
1.8
1.2
0.92

3.8
2.9
2.3
1.7

5.9
4.8
3.5
2.65

7.3
6.9
6.2
4.3

communication cost (bits *105)

Communication cost comparison
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Chiou et al [2]
Mohit el al [3]
Lopes et al [4]
Proposed IKAP-FP
protocol
20

40

60

80

100

Number of devices

Figure 3: Communication cost comparison of analyzed protocols
In terms of energy cost, the result obtained from the experimentation is shown in Tab. 4. The energy is
calculate as energy cost = CCtotal*W where, CCtotoal–computational time calculated using Tab. 2. and
W-CPU power of the devices.
Table 4: Energy cost comparison of analyzed protocols
Authentication protocols

Chiou et al. [2]
Mohit et al. [3]
Lopes et al. [4]
Proposed IKAP-FP protocol

Number of devices
20

40

60

80

100

590
400
300
80

1100
880
480
140

1600
1400
550
210

1900
1600
690
290

2100
1800
880
460

The energy cost of existing and proposed protocols are evaluated. The result shows that our proposed
IKAP-FP protocol obtains 460 MJ for executing 100 devices which is lower than other existing approaches
such as Chiou et al. [22] obtains 2100 MJ , Mohit et al. [23] obtains 1800 MJ and Lopes et al. [24] obtains
880MJ for executing 100 devices request. The graphical representation of the results is shown in Fig. 4.
Hence, the best results are obtained from the security and evaluation proven that our proposed IKAP-FP
performs better in terms of computational cost, communication cost and energy cost than the literature
[22–24]. The proposed protocol is symmetric cryptography rather than existing approaches are
asymmetric. Compare to existing algorithms, the proposed protocol enhance the M health security with
secret key combined with ﬁngerprint template [27–29]. Hence, the authenticated registered users only
gain access to patients data which improves the conﬁdentiality of the proposed M-health system.
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Energy cost comparison
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Figure 4: Energy cost comparison in terms of number of devices
5 Conclusions
A smart application based on heath care is main project to various developing industries in medical ﬁeld.
Day to day its important for urban people to monitor their health level due to work pressure and unhealthy
food infrastructures. Our proposed work aims to recover and build M-Health application with high security.
Maintaining the data secretly in open network is not easy. Because cloud like infrastructure have accessing its
data minute by minute. Sometime information may fetched wrongly or update incorrectly. This research
article introduced improved key agreement based Kerberos protocol with ﬁngerprint biometric template
key helps to improve the data conﬁdentially in cloud. Biometric with security protocol can able
implement high authentication in network system. Our result implementation shows very less
computational cost, as of our proposed IKAP-FP protocol communication cost of 4.3*105 bits on
executing 100 devices. Where as existing techniques consumes more than 7.1*105. During biometric
authentication process with protocol execution consumes only less energy cost of 460 MJ for
100 devices. Where as existing techniques consumes more than 1000 MJ. In future this work can be
extended with other security protocols with biometric for best result.
Funding Statement: The authors received no speciﬁc funding for this study.
Conﬂicts of Interest: The authors declare that they have no conﬂicts of interest to report regarding the
present study.
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